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Operating Procedure
Approved: 02/09/2022

Title: CORSA Economy Run Operating Procedure

Scope/Purpose: To provide uniformity in conduct of CORSA Economy Runs.

Applicability: Applies to all Economy Runs conducted as part of CORSA-
sanctioned events.

Procedure:

This document provides instructions for event organizers and event officials involved
in planning, conducting and administering CORSA Economy Run events. It is a
supplement to the CORSA Economy Run Rules. In the event of a conflict between
this operating procedure and the CORSA Economy Run Rules, the latter shall
prevail.

A. Event Scheduling

1. At CORSA-sanctioned events, the economy run competition shall be a
‘stand-alone’ competition; the economy run shall not be conducted as a
part of another event, for example not as a leg of the rally; and competition
results and declarations of the winners shall not be contingent upon any
other convention activity.

2. Vehicles completing the economy run are refueled at the end of the event.
A full fuel tank may spill over onto the road when the vehicle is subject to
high cornering speeds. Therefore, to prevent spillage during subsequent
moving events, the economy run shall be scheduled so that it does not
immediately precede an autocross or gymkhana.

B. Route Planning

1. Distance. The economy run distance should be a minimum of 60 miles to
reduce the effects of any small variations experienced during fill up.

2. Duration. The duration of the economy run from first vehicle out until last
vehicle in shall be such that every competitor, regardless of starting
position, will be able to enter the next scheduled vehicle event if desired.
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3. Consistency. All competitors shall have the same start point and the
same finish point.

4. Choice of Roads. Avoid roads subject to rush hour traffic, congested
areas, construction zones, interstate highways, railroad crossings, or any
other route characteristics that may slow or stop some competitors and
not others, so that all competitors will be subjected to the same kind of
traffic conditions.

5. Dirt and gravel roads should not be used.

6. Start Line. It is recommended that the start of the economy run be near a
gas station so all competitors can easily start with a full tank.

a. Advance arrangements need to be made with the gas station to
ensure a smooth operation.

b. A sufficiently large staging area shall be available at fill-up so that
competitors can wait out-of-traffic and not be put in jeopardy by
local traffic or cause local traffic jams.

c. Likewise, the start line for the event should have adequate area
for the staging of the entered vehicles.

d. The term "start line" is used here for convenience and is not
meant to require a physical line in the pavement. Instead, it is the
spot used as a reference point by the time keeper to record the
departure times for the vehicles.

7. Checkpoints and Time Reference Points. Include at least one Checkpoint
and two Time Reference Points along the route. If the route is especially
long, route planners should consider adding more. Definitions for
Checkpoints and Time Reference Points are presented in the CORSA
Economy Run Rules document. The definitions describe several
requirements that route planners need to take into account. Additional
requirements follow here:

a. Sequence: Generally, Time Reference Points and Checkpoints
should be located so that competitors will encounter them in
alternating sequence, e.g. Time Reference Point, Checkpoint,
Time Reference Point, and so forth. If only one Checkpoint is
planned, it should be located in the middle of the route and be
preceded by a Time Reference Point and followed by a Time
Reference Point.

b. Distances Between Points. To the extent practicable,
Checkpoints and Time Reference Points should divide the route
into equal segments and the division should be on the basis of
time, rather than mileage. For example, the first timing point
would be located so that a competitor's expected time of entry will
be that competitor's time of departure from the start line -plus-
one-quarter the time limit for the event.

c. Checkpoint Parking. Many competitors will be using the
Checkpoint as a rest stop, and therefore, it is likely that most if not
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all of the competing vehicles will be present at the Checkpoint at
the same time.

i. Checkpoint locations need sufficient parking spaces to
accommodate all, or nearly all, of the competitors'
vehicles.

ii. Spots should be reserved for time-keepers to record
each competitor's entry and departure time.

iii. If a commercial establishment is to serve as a
Checkpoint location, advance arrangements need to be
made with the proprietor to ensure his or her
concurrence.

8. Finish Line. Please refer to the guidelines stated in the Start Line section
above. Similar considerations should guide the selection point for the end
of the route.

9. Final Approval. For CORSA annual conventions, the planned route will be
run by the CORSA Economy Run Chair or his designated representative,
and any recommended changes negotiated with the local event master
prior to release of the instructions. The CORSA Economy Run Chair or
his designated representative having once driven the route is not eligible
to compete in the event as a driver or navigator. For other Corvair events,
CORSA sanctioned or not, the route should be driven by a disinterested
party.

C. Time Limit

1. Time Limit Purpose. To prevent traffic safety hazards caused by extreme
hypermiling, CORSA economy runs are subject to a time limit. As noted
in the Economy Run Rules, a competitor's failure to complete the route
within the time limit shall result in disqualification.

2. Establishing the Time Limit. The time shall be consistent with all speed
limits, and provide sufficient contingency time for expected traffic
conditions, known road and construction conditions.

a. Basis Time. The economy run route should be driven by several
different people to determine the amount of time needed to drive
the course. Although there is no requirement to drive a Corvair
for this purpose, the test drivers should drive cautiously and
accelerate and decelerate moderately. The basis time should
include waiting at traffic lights, stop signs, etc.

b. The official time limit should be the basis time multiplied by 1.3
(i.e. 30% additional time). This is to allow for unforeseen traffic
delays or other situations that may be encountered by the
competitor.

D. Preparing the Route Instructions
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1. The route instructions shall detail the course to be driven in a clear and
concise manner (an economy run is not an exercise in navigation).

a. The instructions should make use of diagrams to clarify textual
messages, include interval distances, accumulated distances, and
clear confirmation points along the way.

b. Include which direction to turn (right or left); street names or other
identifying characteristics as appropriate; and any cautionary
notes as needed.

c. The instructions should clearly identify the location of the
Checkpoint(s) and should remind competitors that stopping at
Checkpoint(s) is mandatory.

d. Care will have to be exercised that the instructions do not disclose
shortcuts. To the extent practicable, competitors should not be
able to determine the location of the finish line until they drive
through the route in its entirety.

2. Additional Information. The following statements should be included at the
very beginning of the route instruction document:

a. The time limit for driving the course,

b. Failure to complete the course within the time limit shall result in
disqualification,

c. To calculate the amount of time actually spent on the course,
event officials shall record each competitor's entry and departure
times at the start line, checkpoint and finish line,

d. The instructions should remind competitors that it is necessary for
them to have their entry and departure times recorded not only at
the start and finish line, but also at Checkpoint(s). To facilitate
this, the instructions shall identify where timekeepers will be
stationed at the Checkpoint site.

e. Competitors, not event officials, are responsible to ensure that
event officials record their entry and departure times.

f. Deadline and cell phone number for issuing protests.

3. Short Cut Prevention. As noted above, event officials will be required to
record competitors' entry and departure times. In addition to providing a
fair means to measure elapsed time, this action will provide some
assurance that competitors do not blatantly shortcut the course. In
addition, event organizers may wish to record the vehicles' odometer
readings at the start and end of the event. The elapsed miles should
roughly equal the official mileage for the course. If this option is taken, the
event officials shall assume the burden of determining reasonable
allowances for odometer error.

4. Checking Instructions Prior to Publication. Prior to publishing the
instructions, make sure that the route is driven by one or more people who
are unfamiliar with it and who execute the instructions literally.
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5. Checking Instructions Prior to Pre-Competition Meeting. A few hours
before the competition starts, drive the route to make sure it is navigable
and if not, announce necessary changes during the pre-competition
meeting.

6. As a supplement to the instruction booklet, consider making the following
request. The CORSA Convention Services contractor has the ability to
export the info from CORSA's online registration database onto
individualized cover sheets that can be provided to the competitors. The
cover sheet would include the competitor's name, vehicle number and
blank spaces for start time, Checkpoint time in and time out, and finish
time. Such checklists can be made available at the close of registration for
the event, typically 4 or 5 PM on the evening before the event.

7. Prepare enough route instruction booklets for expected number of
competitors.

E. Registration

1. Copies of Economy Run Rules. Each Economy Run driver shall receive a
copy of the Economy Run Rules when he or she receives his or her
registration packet. Event officials shall ensure that registration workers
receive enough copies of the Economy Run Rules to meet the expected
need.

2. Responsibility for Vehicle Classification. As noted in the Economy Run
Rules, each competitor shall determine the class of his or her vehicle.
This shall be done as part of the registration process.

3. Classification shall be verified by event officials before the start of the
competition. In the event of a conflict between the determination made by
the competitor and the event official, the event official's determination shall
prevail.

4. Registration Close-Out. Event officials have the option to establish a
criterion for closing-out registration for the Economy Run. The criterion
may be a maximum number of entries or a registration deadline, such as
the day before the event. In either case, an event official shall inform
registration workers of the criterion to be used.

5. Navigators Encouraged. Each driver should be encouraged to recruit a
navigator who will read the instructions to him or her during the run.

F. Vehicle Classification

1. Please refer to the CORSA Economy Run Rules document.

G. Pre-Competition Meeting

For the avoidance of doubt, the following pre-competition meeting instructions
from the Economy Run Rules are repeated here.
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1. All competitors shall attend a pre-competition meeting where event
officials shall make the following announcements:

a. The maximum amount of time ("time limit") that a competitor will
be allowed to complete the course,

b. A clear warning that competitors are responsible to ensure that
event officials record their entry and departure times at the start
line, finish line, and Checkpoint(s). (Competitors will be allowed
to examine the times that are recorded for them as they occur).

c. The length of the course, in miles, that will be used by event
officials for computing fuel economy,

d. The start location for the course,

e. The time of day when competitors should begin to line up their
vehicles in the staging area.

f. The time of day when the staging area will be closed. (Drivers
who arrive too late will not be allowed to participate in the
competition, irrespective of whether they have registered),

g. Any last-minute corrections or updates to the route instruction
document.

h. Other grounds for disqualification (if any), and

i. Deadline and point of contact for issuing protests.

2. As noted in the Economy Run Rules, event officials shall distribute the
following materials to each competitor:

a. Route instruction booklet,

b. A sheet with the vehicle number for posting in the vehicle window,

3. Competitors unable to attend the pre-competition meeting will have to
make personal arrangements with the event master.

H. Time Keeping and Clock Synchronization

1. Event officials shall record the competitors' official entry and departure
times at the start line, finish line and Checkpoint(s).

2. Reminder: Competitors are responsible to make sure event officials
record their entry and departure times.

a. To enable competitors to carry out this responsibility, the officials
who are recording the times should encourage the competitors to
examine their entry and departure times as they are being
recorded.

b. Competitors may also record their entry and departure times, but
in the event of a conflict, the event officials' recordings shall
prevail.
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3. Prior to sending off the first vehicle, the local event official shall ensure
that clocks at the starting line, Checkpoint(s) and finish line are
synchronized with each other. (In the United States, you may wish to
synchronize to the National Institute of Standards and Technology's official
clock time).

4. Competitors should not be penalized because of queuing delays. As
a practical matter, it's likely that two or more competitors may be entering
or departing the Checkpoint(s) within the same minute. This may also
occur at the finish line for the event. It is acceptable for timekeepers to
record the same time reading when this occurs.

I. Send-Off

1. Prohibition Against Auxiliary Fuel Supplies. Competitors are obligated to
surrender any fuel cans, fuel bottles or auxiliary fuel tanks upon arrival at
the vehicle staging area. To ensure this requirement is met, an event
official shall inspect the interior, trunk and engine compartment of each
vehicle while it is on-line for dispatch. The presence of auxiliary fuel cans,
fuel bottles or auxiliary fuel tanks shall be grounds for immediate
disqualification.

2. Vehicle Classification Audit. Before being dispatched from the start line,
an event official shall verify the vehicle’s class, also assess its legality and
suitability of the vehicle for driving on the streets.

a. The event official shall record any change in the vehicle's class
and such change shall become part of the official record for
scoring the event.

b. Vehicles that are not street legal shall be prohibited from
participating in the competition.

3. Time Recording. Immediately before dispatching each vehicle, a start line
official shall record the time of day, to the minute in a log book or
spreadsheet which he or she shall retain for personnel who will score the
event. As soon as the time is recorded, the driver shall be sent on his or
her way.

4. Lining Up the Vehicles.

a. Vehicles that have been registered for the Edward Cole
Competition should be put first in line for starting the competition.

b. Staging each competitor out of the start line, based on preset
times, is neither necessary nor desirable – simply let them start
when they are ready and it is safe to do so. However, their
individual start times must be recorded.

J. Checkpoint Reminder

1. Checkpoint Readiness. The local event master shall contact Checkpoint
officials by way of cell phone to ensure that they shall be present prior to
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the arrival of the first vehicle. The event master shall remind them that all
timekeepers must be present at the stations specified in the route
instructions so that competitors can easily find them when they enter and
depart.

2. Similarly, arrangements need to be made to ensure that the Checkpoint
has sufficient staff and supplies to record the entry and departure times of
all the competitors.

K. Return

1. Elapsed Time Calculation. A return station official shall record the time of
day, to the minute, as each vehicle finishes the course. Each vehicle shall
be stopped at the same location. The time shall be taken when the
vehicle arrives at the finish line, NOT when the vehicle arrives at the
pump.

2. Pushing Vehicles to the Fuel Pumps. Pushing a vehicle from the finish
line to the fuel pump is permissible.

3. Refuel Staffing. Two event officials shall staff each fuel pump and work
together to refuel each vehicle. Duties include operating the fuel pump,
using a flashlight to see inside each vehicle's fuel filler tube, shading fuel
dispenser read-outs to eliminate sun glare, recording the amount of
gasoline pumped, etc.

4. Refuel Top-Off Procedure. The same person, only, shall top off all gas
tanks at his or her assigned pump to the same level using the standard
overflow tube as a reference point (don’t use the gas pump nozzle’s
automatic click off as the guide).

a. The pump operator must use a flash light as an aid for checking
the level of gasoline in the fuel pipe when topping off the tank.

b. In the event that a non-standard Corvair fill pipe is used that does
not have the visible overflow tube, then fill the tube to the
maximum height possible without spilling any gas.

c. Because some Corvairs will belch and spill gas, the event master
may require each driver to start the fill-up process and get it close
to full, then have the pump official complete the process.

5. Separate Pumps for Separate Classes. One gasoline pump, only, shall be
used for each class. (Note that multiple classes can use the same pump if
desired.)

6. Additional Refuel Procedures.

a. Each vehicle shall be filled from the same side of the gas pump.

b. Nobody shall be allowed in the vehicle during fill-up.

c. The quantity of gasoline used to fill a competitor’s tank shall be
recorded.
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d. Because of the different grades of gas required by Corvairs,
premium gasoline will be used to fill all vehicles.

7. Determining Fuel Consumption. The most accurate method of measuring
gas consumption shall be used during fill up. Depending on the style of
pump, this could be “gallons” directly in the case of the newer digital
pumps, or “cost” in the case of the older, analog pumps that is then
converted to gallons based on posted cost per gallon.

8. Coping with Glare. Because of the difficulty in reading some digital
readouts in sunlight, care should be taken as to the best side of the pump
to use if recording of gas used is done by observation of the readout
rather than printed output.

9. Responsibility for Fuel Cost. At CORSA annual conventions, event
organizers shall be responsible for payment of fuel dispensed at the end
of the run. The economy run entry fee should be sufficient to defray the
cost.

L. Sweeping the Route. Completion of Event.

1. Last Vehicle Out. A vehicle operated by persons familiar with the route
should follow the economy run route as the last vehicle, and lend
assistance to those no longer able to complete the route unaided.

2. Closing Out the Event. The competition shall be considered over when
any of these events occur: (a) all contestants have been clocked-in,
refueled, and records completed; (b) the assistance vehicle arrives at the
fill-up location and declares the route free of contestants; or (c) expiration
of the last competitor’s elapsed time.

M. Calculation and Posting of Results

1. Care and Custody of Data. The local event master shall ensure all
records and data necessary to a successful economy run are properly and
accurately recorded, and available for use when determining the class
winners and trophy requirements.

a. Use the CORSA provided spreadsheet printouts for record
keeping when they are available. If they are not available, then
ensure that each competitor’s name, convention and vehicle
identification numbers, information necessary to classification,
and fuel used, are kept on one sheet.

b. The raw data used to calculate mileage shall be made available to
the CORSA representative who is responsible for competition
scores and results verification and validation. Data needed to
identify a DNF (Did Not Finish) competitor shall also be kept.
These data may be duplicates of the originals but shall be made
available as soon as practicable after the competition end.
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2. Calculation of Fuel Economy: Gas mileage shall be expressed in the units
of measure prevailing in the country where the event takes place. For
example, in the United States, fuel economy is expressed in miles per
gallon (MPG). In many other countries, it is expressed in liters per 100
kilometers (L/100km).

a. Fuel consumption. Units of Measure. For those countries using
gallons (as opposed to liters), be sure to document the particular
kind of gallon dispensed at the fuel station. There are two
different ways of measuring liquid gallons: the US gallon defined
as 231 cubic inches (3.785 L), which is used in the US and some
Latin American and Caribbean countries; and the imperial gallon
defined as 4.54609 liters, which is used in the United Kingdom,
Canada, and some Caribbean nations.

b. Distance. A “standard distance,” representing the total distance
driven on the economy run route, shall be used in computing all
gasoline mileage for all competitors. Actual distance driven, or
indicated distance driven, including wrong turns, by individual
competitors shall not be used in computing individual gas
mileage.

c. Significant Digits. Reasonable efforts shall be used to preserve
the scientific precision of measurements of route distance and
fuel consumption, and the reporting of fuel economy.

i. The route “standard distance” should be specified to the
nearest 1/100th of a mile (1/100th kilometer), e.g. 74.03
mi, either by actual measurement or rounded to an
arbitrary value, e.g. 74.00 mi.

ii. Measurement of fuel consumed shall be made to the
nearest 1/1000 of a gallon [1/10 ounce] (1/1000 liter = 1
ml), which corresponds to the typical digital display of
modern fuel pumps, e.g. 1.984 gal. In the case of older
analog or digital pumps fuel consumption can be
calculated from the price and measured cost; e.g. $7.14
 $3.599/gal = 1.98 gal, though the loss of significant
digits will occur unless the measured cost is interpolated
to the nearest fraction of a cent.

iii. In most instances, fuel economy shall be calculated and
reported to the nearest 1/100th of a mile per gallon, e.g.
74.03 mi  1.984 gal = 37.31 mi/gal. If the fuel
consumption is calculated from cost measured only to the
nearest whole cent, then fuel economy is to be reported
to the nearest 1/10th of a mile per gallon, e.g. 74.03 mi 
1.98 gal = 37.4 mi/gal.

3. Time Limit Compliance: Each competitor's elapsed time shall be
compared to the posted time limit for the event.
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a. Be sure to exclude time spent at Checkpoints from the
competitors' elapsed times.

b. If a competitor's elapsed time exceeds the time limit, the
competitor's gas mileage shall be posted as "DNF" in the official
list of results.

4. TIE BREAKER. In the event of a tie, the competitor with the shortest
elapsed time shall be judged the winner. If there is still a tie after applying
the elapse time criterion, no other tiebreakers shall be applied, resulting in
an actual tie where identical trophies shall be awarded for the same place.
In this case, successive trophies shall be awarded based on how many
competitors placed better in the competition (for example, if there are two
first place trophies, the next trophy to be awarded shall be a third-place
trophy.

N. Disqualification

1. The Economy Run Rules provide a full list of grounds for disqualification.
The following statements are intended to provide further guidance.

2. Disqualification for Time: As noted above, drivers who exceed the
elapsed time limit for the event shall be disqualified.

3. Disqualification for Lack of Time Recordings: Drivers are responsible to
ensure that timekeepers record their entry and departure times so that
their actual elapsed time can be calculated.

4. Disqualification for Cheating, Etc. Allegations made under the referenced
paragraphs must be independently confirmed before disqualification can
occur. Direct observation by the event master does not require an
independent confirmation.

5. Interpretation of Rules. If any interpretation of these rules is required, the
basic judgment call shall be consistent with the principle that this is a fair
competition to determine how well the vehicle and driver can perform in
obtaining the maximum gas mileage. Anything that interferes with this
principle shall not be allowed.

O. Protest Procedure

1. Please refer to the Economy Run Rules for the protest procedure.
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Exhibit
Route Instruction Booklet

Header Information

The following text should be included at the beginning of the route instruction booklet:

Event Master: The event master for this economy run is: (insert name). Cell phone: (insert cell
phone number)

Time Limit: The time limit for driving the economy run route is hours and minutes.

Your elapsed time on the route will be compared to the time limit. Failure to complete the
course within the time limit shall result in disqualification.

Your elapsed time will be determined by time keepers stationed at checkpoint(s) as well as the
beginning and end of the economy run route. Stopping at checkpoint(s) is mandatory.

You are responsible to ensure that time keepers record their entry and departure times.

Timekeepers at the checkpoint will be located at (specify the exact location where timekeepers
will be stationed at the checkpoint site, e.g. "at the base of the monument").

Protests: As noted in the CORSA Economy Run rule book, an aggrieved competitor must issue
his or her protest in writing no later than one hour after the competitor's time of entry at the
finish line, such entry time having been recorded by the official time keeper. The written protest
should include the name and cell phone number of the aggrieved competitor and include an
explanation of the grievance. Protests must be submitted to the local event master whose name
and cell phone number is provided above.


